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Abstract—Vulnerability assessment activities usually analyze
new security advisories over current running systems. However,
a system compromised in the past by a vulnerability unknown
at that moment may still constitute a potential security threat
in the present. Accordingly, past unknown system exposures
are required to be taken into account. We present in this
paper a novel approach for increasing the overall security of
computing systems by identifying past hidden vulnerable states.
In that context, we propose a modeling for detecting unknown
past system exposures as well as an OVAL-based distributed
framework for autonomously gathering network devices infor-
mation and automatically analyzing their past security exposure.
We also describe an implementation prototype and evaluate its
performance through an extensive set of experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

By the time a piece of software is being constructed, sev-

eral errors may be unintentionally introduced providing room

for security vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can survive

within active systems for a long period of time without being

detected. During this period, attackers may perform well-

planned and clean attacks (e.g., stealing information) without

being noticed by security entities (e.g., system administrators,

intrusion detection systems, self-protection modules). In deed,

unaware entities do not even think about such a potential

breach due to the very nature of being under-informed, consti-

tuting blind and easy targets for attackers. As a matter of fact,

such attacks might never be detected. Changes in the system

or even its normal activity can alter or erase the remaining

evidence. This issue makes it clear why it is so important

to increase the awareness of our systems as soon as security

information becomes available. Under that context, this work

is focused on taking advantage of current security information

for analyzing system security in the past. If unknown security

exposures are detected, response actions can be performed in

the present for bringing system states to secure levels.

The ability to identify past unknown system exposures

due to hidden vulnerabilities allows forensic activities to be

performed in order to detect malicious activity [10], [12]. For

instance, a bank that has detected a potential intrusion com-

promising data about credit cards would be able to take actions

before consequences become out of control. It would be easier

for the bank to block compromised credit cards and make new

ones than waiting for notifications of anomalous activity from

its clients. Other scenarios apply as well in general computing

systems. Usually, intruders leave entry points (backdoors) for

coming back to compromised hosts. If a past exposure that

may allow an attacker to install backdoors has been detected,

forensic analysis could be performed in order to reveal such

security issue. The consequences of this investigation not only

allow to know if the system has been actually compromised

but also to correct a security breach in the present that

could be used for future attacks. The acknowledge of current

vulnerabilities is a critical factor for reducing the exposure of

computing systems. Under this perspective, there is a race for

getting security information early. Both security entities and

attackers can benefit from their speed, being for self-defence

or for breaking security barriers. Open and mature standards

such as the OVAL1 language are cornerstones at this point as

they provide a strong support for openly exchanging security

information within the community.

In this paper we propose a novel approach for increasing

the overall security of computing systems by identifying past

hidden vulnerable states. This information can be used for

detecting potential unknown attacks in the past, identifying

compromised assets and bringing systems up to secure states.

Taking advantage of the OVAL language for representing

system states and analyzing vulnerabilities, our strategy con-

sists in autonomously generating images of network devices

that represent their current state, building a history of their

evolution, and capitalizing new security advisories for au-

tomatically assessing past system states in order to detect

potential security breaches. Our main contributions are: (1) a

mathematical model for describing and detecting unknown

past security exposures, (2) a deployable infrastructure able to

autonomously build historical system images and to automati-

cally assess them when new security information is available,

and (3) optimized algorithms and their evaluation for analyzing

large sets of system properties over IOS Cisco devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes existing work and their limits. Section III

presents our approach for modeling and detecting unknown

past security exposures. Section IV details the proposed frame-

work describing its architecture and the strategies for perform-

ing assessment activities. Section V depicts the internals of our

implementation prototype. Section VI provides an evaluation

of our solution through a comprehensive set of experiments.

Section VII presents conclusions and future work.

1Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language [9]
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II. RELATED WORK

Managing large-scale networks is a complex task and by na-

ture, humans make errors when configuring them. In addition,

changes performed by autonomic entities may increase their

own security exposure. Because of this, vulnerable configura-

tions are likely within such environments and they may poten-

tially lead to a wide spectrum of negative and unwanted issues

such as instability, unavailability, confidentiality problems, and

many more. Under this perspective, vulnerability management

constitutes a crucial activity usually defined as the practice of

(I) identifying, (II) classifying, (III) remediating and mitigating

vulnerabilities [20]. In order to establish a secure process for

dealing with vulnerabilities, it is necessary to specify a policy

defining the desired system state and a well-known start point

to identify vulnerabilities and policy compliance [27].

The CVE2 language [3] has been introduced by the MITRE

Corporation [5] as an effort for standardizing the enumeration

of known information security vulnerabilities. Nevertheless,

it only provides means for informing about their existence

and not for their assessment. In order to cope with these

problems, MITRE has developed the OVAL language [9],

an information security community effort to standardize how

to assess and report upon the machine state of computer

systems. OVAL is an XML-based language that allows to

express specific machine states such as vulnerabilities, con-

figuration settings, patch states. Real analysis is performed

by OVAL interpreters such as Ovaldi [7] and XOvaldi [17].

Several related technologies have evolved around the OVAL

language. NIST [6] is responsible for the development of

emerging technologies including the SCAP3 protocol [14] and

the XCCDF4 language [28]. The SCAP protocol is a suite of

specifications that includes OVAL and XCCDF, and it can be

used for several purposes, including automating vulnerability

checking, technical control compliance activities, and secu-

rity measurement. The use of SCAP, particularly OVAL and

XCCDF, not only allows to specify vulnerabilities, but also

to bring a system into compliance through the remediation of

identified vulnerabilities or misconfigurations.

Several previous contributions have taken advantage of

public vulnerability databases such as [13] and the use of

the OVAL language for performing vulnerability assessment

activities in large scale networks [16], [15], [22]. Declaratives

approaches for analyzing the security of a network are consid-

ered within other works as well [23]. When a system is found

to be vulnerable, corrective changes must also be analyzed.

A large variety of techniques has been proposed to evaluate

the impact of changes in networks and systems [19], [18].

Under an autonomic perspective, automated techniques for

assessing change associated risks as proposed in [24] and [26]

are important because they provide a key support for the

change management process, particularly for taking decisions

about effective change implementations.

2Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
3Security Content Automation Protocol
4eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format

Historical vulnerability information as well as security met-

rics and trends are highly useful as proposed in [25], [11],

however these contributions do not take advantage of new

security information that could have been useful in the past for

detecting security exposures. As explained in the next section,

the exploit for a vulnerability can be released a long time

before the vulnerability is publicly known. Hence, affected

systems can be exposed during this period without actually

knowing it. To the best of our knowledge, no previous con-

tributions have taken advantage of current security advisories

for assessing past hidden vulnerable states. This would enable

current systems to increase their own exposure awareness and

to take actions in consequence if unknown past exposures are

detected.

III. MODELING UNKNOWN PAST SECURITY EXPOSURES

Since the construction of a software program, errors are

unintentionally introduced producing security vulnerabilities.

At a certain time, system administrators, security modules or

self-protection components, system security entities from now,

may be unaware of these issues permitting attackers to take

advantage of them and to breach security measures without be-

ing noticed. However, the awareness of such potential attacks

later in time provides the ability to inspect possible security

breaches and to take actions to ensure the security of the

system. In this section we present a mathematical model that

defines and supports the process for detecting past unknown

security exposures.

A. Understanding past unknown security exposures

Security exposures can inadvertently occur during long

periods of time. Unaware of this fact, systems become victims

of unnoticed security incidents that may compromise their

information and functionalities in the long term. Once a

vulnerability has been introduced in a software program, a

sequence of events constitutes what is called the vulnerability

lifecycle [21] described in Fig. 1. Event 1 indicates the vul-

nerability creation time denoted by tcreat. Event 2 records the

time where the vulnerability is discovered, specified by tdisco.

Event 3 denoted by texplo indicates the first time an exploit

becomes available. Its disclosure time specified by tdiscl
occurs in event 4 where the vulnerability information becomes

freely available to the public. Since the vulnerability discovery

time until this point, the information about it is considered

as private knowledge denoted by �private = tdiscl − tdisco.

Beyond this point, system security entities may acknowledge

its existence. Event 5 indicates the time where a vulnerability

countermeasure becomes available, denoted by tcount. Vulner-

able states may be partially mitigated by performing certain

actions that do not correct the problem but avoid it to be

exploited. Since an exploit exists until this point, systems

are vulnerable to security attacks. This period is denoted

by �vulnerable = tcount − texplo. Event 6 specified by tpatch
indicates the time where a patch becomes available to the

public. System security entities can install this patch in order

to eradicate the vulnerability.
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Fig. 1: Vulnerability lifecycle events

Based on the previous definitions we define an unknown

past security exposure as an exploitable vulnerable state that

exposes a system to security threats during a certain period of

time (�vulnerable) in which neither the system nor its security

entities were aware of such security weakness. In order to

unveil such security exposures, an infrastructure capable of

managing snapshots of the system across time would be able

to analyze past system states by taking advantage of current

security information. In this manner, exposure time gaps can

be detected in order to perform further analysis such as

forensic activities over valuable assets. In the next section we

present our model for supporting the proposed infrastructure.

B. Modeling and detecting unknown past security exposures

In order to define a mathematical specification of unknown

past security exposures, we first introduce a set of core

definitions that constitute the main building blocks of the

model. We present here three definition groups: (1) domains,

(2) predicates and (3) functions, that are used for defining how

a system is evaluated in order to detect past exposures. The

universe of discourse is constituted by the following domains:

• P = {p1, p2, . . . } denotes the set of device properties in

the form of unary predicates pi(h) where h is the device

under analysis.

• S = {s1, s2, . . . } denotes the set of device states where

a state si is used for describing in a compact manner the

set of properties required to be observed over the device

as well as for describing existing specific device states.

• R = {r1, r2, . . . } denotes the sequence of system revi-

sions (snapshots) ordered through time.

• V = {v1, v2, . . . } denotes the set of known vulnerability

definitions and it is also called the knowledge source.

The predicates applied over individuals of our discourse uni-

verse are defined as follows:

• All the defined domains act as membership predicates,

e.g., R(r) is true if and only if r is a system revision.

• isV ulnerable : S × V → Boolean denotes a predicate

that takes a system state s ∈ S and a vulnerability defi-

nition v ∈ V as input and returns true if and only if the

vulnerability v is present in the system state s.

• isNew : V → Boolean denotes a predicate that takes a

vulnerability definition v ∈ V as input and returns true
if and only if the vulnerability v is new within the current

knowledge source.

The functions used in the approach are the following:

• revision : N → R denotes a function that takes a revi-

sion number n ∈ N as input and returns the associated

system revision r ∈ R.

• number : R → N denotes a function that takes a revision

r ∈ R as input and returns the associated number n ∈ N .

• state : R → S denotes a function that takes a revision

r ∈ R as input and returns its associated state s ∈ S.

• timeR : R → N denotes a function that takes a system

revision r ∈ R as input and returns the time elapsed since

the revision was created.

• timeV : V → N denotes a function that takes a

vulnerability definition v ∈ V as input and returns texplo
if known, otherwise tdiscl is returned.

Based on the previous core definitions, we define E(R,V )
shown in Equation 1 as a predicate that based on a revision

history R and a vulnerability knowledge source V , indicates

if the system under analysis has been unknowingly exposed

in the past.

E(R,V ) = ∃(r) ∃(v) (R(r) ∧ V (v) ∧ isNew(v)

∧timeV (v) ≤ timeR(r) (1)

∧isV ulnerable(state(r), v))

Equation 1 mathematically states the main concept of our

approach. If a new vulnerability is available, and exists at

least one system revision made after the exploit was created

or the vulnerability was disclosed, and such revision is found

to be vulnerable, then the system has been unknowingly

exposed in the past, even if the vulnerability is not observable

in the present configuration. In the next section we present

a framework capable of capitalizing security advisories and

analyzing historical revisions in order to detect and warn about

unknown past exposures.

IV. AN OVAL-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTING PAST

HIDDEN VULNERABLE STATES

Detecting past unknown security exposures relies on the

ability to see beyond the current status of a given system. In

order to achieve this goal, we propose a distributed framework

capable of organizing historical information about computing

systems and analyzing them when new security information

is available. In this section we present the overall architecture

and explain our strategy for detecting past security exposures

by taking advantage of new advisories over past system states.
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Fig. 2: High-level imaging and exposure detection process

A. Architecture overview

In order to build a framework capable of identifying security

exposures in the past, we consider two independent cyclical

processes. One process for imaging systems in an autonomous

manner and the second one for actually detecting past security

exposures. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed architecture iden-

tifying the main components as well as the communication

processes between them. The sequence denoted by Steps I, II

and III constitutes the image generation process. At Step I, the

exposure analyzer provides directives for data collection that

will be used for building system images. These directives are

specified by means of OVAL documents that are automatically

translated to Cfengine policy rules. The ability to express

OVAL objects without actually expecting any particular state

allows us to use OVAL documents as the inventory of required

objects to be collected. At Step II the generated Cfengine

policy rules are transmitted to the autonomic agents distributed

in the network. These agents are in charge of controlling net-

work devices and they will perform data collection activities

in order to build their system images. Finally, these images are

automatically stored in the revision repository at Step III. The

image generation process constitutes an autonomic activity

and it is performed independently from the past exposure

detection process. The latter is composed by two steps. First at

Step 1, the exposure analyzer monitors the knowledge source

on a regular basis checking for new vulnerability definitions.

When new definitions become available, it analyzes system

images stored in the revision repository at Step 2 in order

to detect past unknown security exposures.

The framework proposed in this work can be easily coupled

to autonomic frameworks that perform assessment activities

such as the one presented in [15]. In this manner, a com-

bined solution of past and present vulnerability assessment

could highly increase the security of autonomic environments.

Moreover, forensic activities could be partially automated by

collecting forensic evidence using machine-readable proce-

dures that may warn administrators about past exposures and

current threats [17]. In addition, the proposed architecture

allows to outsource assessment activities. By analyzing system

images, target devices may provide the required data while the

exposure analyzer may perform a security evaluation of it. As

we mentioned before there is a period of time, noted �private,

where the information about a vulnerability is not publicly

known. The capability of outsourcing security assessment

activities allow organizations to perform analysis with their

own information without actually violating their disclosure

restrictions. At the same time, clients can be warned about

security exposures and be advised about actions to take with-

out knowing internal mechanisms for detecting such threats.

In the next section we illustrate our strategy for assessing and

detecting unknown security exposures in the past.

B. Assessment strategy

Given a new vulnerability definition, the objective of our

strategy is to identify affected system states across time after

its exploit was publicly available. This process, depicted in

Algorithm 1, provides a period of time where the system

was potentially exposed to the security threat represented by

the specified vulnerability. First, the exposure time is set,

depending on the available information, between the exploit or

vulnerability disclosure time and the current time (lines 1-2).

Then, a sequence of available system revisions during this

period is gathered, ordered by time starting with the newest re-

vision first (line 3). For each revision (line 4), the system state

is analyzed cheking if the specified vulnerability is present or

not (line 5). If the system state is found to be vulnerable, the

algorithm takes the longest period of potential exposure. If the

vulnerable system state is not the newest one (lines 6-7), the

exposure end time is set to the next revision time found not

vulnerable (line 8). If the vulnerable system state is the newest

one, the exposure end time is set to the current time. Finally,

the exposure time is returned (line 10). This strategy has been

integrated within our implementation prototype which is the

heart of the next section.

Input: Vulnerability v
Output: ExposureTime e

1 e.startT ime ← timeV (v);
2 e.endT ime ← now();
3 revs ← getRevsFromTo(e.endT ime, e.startT ime);
4 foreach Revision r ∈ revs do
5 if isV ulnerable(state(r), v) then
6 nextRev ← revision(number(r) + 1);
7 if nextRev ∈ revs then
8 e.endT ime ← timeR(nextRev);
9 end

10 return e;
11 end
12 end

Algorithm 1: Exposure assessment algorithm
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V. IMPLEMENTATION PROTOTYPE

The actual implantation of the framework previously de-

scribed requires several challenges to be addressed. First, a

mechanism for describing and automatically generating and

deploying system images or snapshots is required. Second, an

efficient representation and storage approach able to scale with

the size of the system needs to be incorporated. Third, tools

and techniques for assessing system images must be provided.

In this section we present our implementation prototype as

well as the main artifacts that constitutes the proposed solution.

In our previous work [15] we have proposed an OVAL-

based approach for increasing the security awareness of au-

tonomic environments that relies on the Cfengine system [2],

an autonomic policy-based network management system. In

that work, OVAL advisories are automatically integrated into

the autonomic management plane by means of automatic

policy generation that represents such security information.

The policy generation is performed by Ovalyzer, an OVAL

to Cfengine translation system. We consider here a similar

approach for generating data collection policy rules that will

be used for automatically building system images. Under this

perspective, autonomic agents can decide given high-level

objectives, when to perform new system revisions based on

different factors such as system changes and programmed

tasks. While data collection policies are specified as OVAL

definitions that indicate what to collect, an OVAL system char-

acteristics document [9] includes all the information required

for outsourcing vulnerability assessment activities.

Computing systems are usually constituted by large sets of

configuration files and data making it hard to build historical

repositories of system images. Considering the XML-based

representation used in the OVAL language, we take advantage

of the SVN5 versioning system for efficiently representing past

system states. Each system image is constituted by system

properties specified as OVAL tests that indicate which OVAL

objects must be collected. Fig. 3 shows how system properties

are efficiently stored by means of an SVN repository. The main

idea is that after a baseline representing the system has been

made (time T1), only properties modified by system changes

are stored within new revisions of the SVN repository. Within

the example, a new system image is generated at time T2
when properties 2 and N are modified, now represented as

2.1 and N .1. At time T3, properties 1, 3 and N are changed

and a new revision is created. Within this scenario, the latest

system image can be built by taking the latest modifications

of each property following the solid line (1.1, 2.1, 3.1, N .2).

The same idea can be applied over any revision to analyze

system images in the past. Our prototype uses the SVNKit [8]

technology for performing activities over the SVN repository.

When new vulnerability definitions become available (tran-

sition between repository v1 and v2), the exposure analyzer

(see Fig. 2) will assess those devices under control traversing

the history of system images as explained in Algorithm 1.

The assessment over the baseline detects one vulnerability

5Apache Subversion [1]

Fig. 3: SVN-based assessment

and corrective changes are performed generating T2. When

the repository is updated (v2), the exposure analyzer uses

this new information for assessing past system states. In the

example, seven vulnerabilities are detected at T1 while three

are identified at T2. It can be inferred that four vulnerabilities

have been removed by changes made between T1 and T2.

Corrective modifications in snapshot T2 produces a new

snapshot at time T3 where no more known vulnerabilities are

detected by the exposure analyzer with the repository v2.

In order to analyze the exposure of past system states,

we have extended XOvaldi [17] for assessing system images

represented by means of OVAL system characteristics files.

XOvaldi is a live forensic, multi-platform and extensible

OVAL-based system analyzer. The proposed extension imple-

mented in this work allows XOvaldi to outsource vulnerability

assessment activities. By consuming OVAL system character-

istics files, XOvaldi is not required to be executed on each

device under control. Instead, system images are generated

independently, in this work by means of collection policies

generated by Ovalyzer [15], and preserved in an optimized

storage system using the SVN technology. By using XOvaldi

services, the exposure analyzer is able to evaluate and detect

past system exposures due to unknown vulnerabilities in an

independent manner. In the next section we present a case

study where a comprehensive set of experiments has been

made for determining the feasibility and limits of our solution.

VI. A CASE STUDY

Past system security exposures can provide unnoticed path-

ways for performing attacks on current system states. In this

section we present a case study based on the IOS6 platform

for Cisco devices. We illustrate the application of the proposed

approach over an emulated environment using the GNS3

emulator [4] over a regular laptop (2 Ghz Intel Core i7 with

8GB RAM) and present the obtained results.

6Internetwork Operating System
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The complexity involved within each vulnerability descrip-

tion usually depends on its very own nature, meaning that

some vulnerability definitions may require a small set of tests

to be evaluated while others may need a higher amount of

systems checks. In order to avoid such nature-based size dis-

crepancy among different vulnerability descriptions, we have

increased the granularity of our experiments by independently

analyzing the involved OVAL tests. Assessing the whole set of

OVAL definitions for the IOS platform requires the evaluation

of approximately 2400 OVAL tests. Fig. 4 illustrates the

accumulated time required for assessing each system property

involved in the IOS vulnerability descriptions. Within the

performed experiments, it takes approximately 5 seconds for

evaluating the whole set of involved OVAL tests. We also

observe a linear time growth rate when the number of OVAL

tests is increased as depicted in the inner graph, meaning that

the proposed approach scales properly regarding the size and

nature of the IOS vulnerability descriptions.

As we mentioned before, a storage mechanism able to scale

with the size of system images is imperatively required. In

order to measure the efficiency of our SVN-based implemen-

tation, we have performed experiments to analyze both the

size of the repository and the assessment time required for

evaluating the history of past system states when new revisions

are generated. Fig. 5 shows the behavior of our prototype

when the number of system images is increased from 1 to 100.

We have cyclically analyzed the required assessment time (red

solid line) when a new vulnerability definition becomes avail-

able over the proposed image range. As expected, it can be

clearly identified a linear time growth along the number of re-

visions augments. In addition, the repository size (blue dashed

line) also presents a stable growth rate in terms of storage

requirements as shown in the inner graph. The frequency with

which a network device changes its configuration can vary

among platforms and usage. Nonetheless, our experiments

over the IOS platform show that our prototype is capable

of preserving a history of about 1 year with system images

performed every 4 days in less than 1 MB of storage space.
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In addition, the assessment time of the whole year history can

be performed in less than 3 minutes. We have scheduled sev-

eral improvements for optimizing our solution though current

experiments already show the feasibility and scalability of the

proposed approach.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Vulnerability assessment tasks constitute a critical activity

that is usually performed only over running systems. However,

even though a known vulnerability may not be present on a

current system, it could have been unknowingly active in the

past providing an entry point for attacks that may still consti-

tute a potential security threat in the present. In this paper we

have proposed an approach for increasing the overall security

of computing systems by identifying past hidden vulnerable

states. In that context, we have proposed a mathematical model

for describing and detecting unknown past security exposures

as well as an OVAL-based framework able to autonomously

build and monitor the evolution of network devices and also

to outsource the assessment of their exposure in an automatic

manner. We also have developed an implementation prototype

that efficiently performs assessment activities over an SVN

repository of IOS system images. In addition, our experiments

confirm the feasibility and scalability of our solution.
The integration of vulnerability management mechanisms

into autonomic environments poses hard challenges. For future

work, we plan to analyze decentralized mechanisms and op-

timized strategies for enabling agents to independently assess

their own past exposure by providing downloadable exposure

analyzers. Thus, autonomous agents can perform actions on

their own in order to move up to secure states. We understand

that real autonomy can be accomplished if devices are capable

of performing corrective tasks as well. In that context, we

also plan to analyze strategies for performing appropriate

corrective activities in the present based on automated forensic

investigations over past system states.
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